Among all the marketing weapons, advertising is renowned for its long-lasting effect on viewer’s mind, as its exposure is much broader. Advertising, like other promotional tools, aims at getting messages across to customers about products offered by an organization. Consequently, effectiveness of advertisement is assessed in terms of the level of awareness they create among customers.

This study examines the process of advertising governance in United Arab Emirates. The main actors of advertising governance are the organizations, advertising agencies, and the legal and judiciary policing systems of the country.

UAE being a country which zealously follows and preserves its religious traditions and cultural values, there are very little opportunities for newspapers or other media to publish any content without looking into the culture, traditions and governance established by the rules and regulations of the systems in the country.

The study identified that UAE advertising agencies and organizations follow a process of governance through creating regulations and checks related to advertisement related messages reaching their customers, before an advertisement is released in the public domain. The continuously evolving regulations and rules can be seen as a growth-oriented country’s actions in controlling and regulating a rapidly growing business and service industry of the country.

A rapidly growing economy of a young country has its own control and regulation process as it is a learning curve for the decision makers and rulers of the country. They have to make the right decision which will promote the use of advertising as a means to spur the demand within the economy, while ensuring that the messages conform to the cultural, moral and religious values held up by the nation. UAE is a typical example for this dichotomy where there is a flux of international, multinational and national organizations competing in the same space for the attention of around 8 million dwellers of their country. United Arab Emirates is a country which has an extraordinary large number of expat dwellers who have come here, attracted by the business and job opportunities that the country has to offer. The population of UAE nationals is only 20% of the whole population and hence the government plays a larger role in ensuring that their culture and traditions remain intact and protected from the rapidly growing market economy and challenges.

Advertising is one major area that government needs to control as the messages coming through many media can affect the people and economy in myriad ways. The Government of UAE has thus been trying to develop, implement and sustain best practices in advertisement governance among agencies and organizations to ensure the content and themes of the messages remain within a domain of acceptance set up by regulatory systems and social norms.

ABSTRACT
United Arab Emirates has grown in great leaps as a country which can claim very high achievements in different sectors of economy such as real estate, education, banking, retail, trading, telecommunications, airline and tourism, as well as in many other spheres. Complementing these developments, is a large of advertisement activities which are aimed at attracting and retaining customers who are very diverse in nature. The advertisement industry hence is booming as the competition between companies is getting more and more aggressive. It is safe to conclude that with so many advertisements, competing for the attention of the young Emirati population as well as the working expat community, there is significant pressure on advertisement agencies to make their advertisements more captivating. This may be leading to an exaggeration of values that the organization can give through their products and services, and may use language that may become just more memorable than accurate (Al Tamimi, 2013). As in the other countries, there is self-regulation for advertising in UAE, but there is also complex set of regulations that incorporate different laws. This paper is an attempt to explore the methods and processes adopted by advertising agencies or organizations that create advertisements, to ensure compliance with these laws. The study used interviews with officials of advertising agency and government organisations which control advertisements, such as the ministry of information and municipality sections dealing with advertisements, to understand the processes and methods of ensuring governance in advertising. The study adds value to the existing knowledge of advertisement governance and gives insights into the UAE perspective.
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INTRODUCTION
The United Arab Emirates was established on December 2, 1971 and is a federation of seven emirates: Abu Dhabi, Dubai, Sharjah, Ajman, Umm al-Qaiwain, Ras al-Khaimah and Fujairah. United Arab Emirates is one of the most emerging economies among the developing countries. The growth is fuelled by government spending in key infrastructure areas of oil and gas exploration and processing, real estate development and construction, as well as consumer banking, finance and retail sectors. The growth also makes room for a host of marketing activities to sustain and encourage the demand for various products and services and to encourage healthy competition among the players in the market. Among all the marketing weapons, advertising is renowned
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Rationale for the Research

The UAE advertising spend has been growing in leaps and bounds and accounted for a 33 percent share of the GCC’s total advertising spend which was estimated at $4.8 billion in 2012. It retained its number one position as the print media dominance went as high as 71 percent share of the overall market (Issac, 2013). According to a report carried out by OOXmonitor, a web-based service that provides advertising monitoring in the Middle East, digital advertising spend grew by 12.6 per cent in the UAE compared to 5.3 per cent in Saudi Arabia in 2012. The UAE accounts for 47.1 per cent of GCC online ad spend. (Issac; 2013)

Contrary to the global trends, newspaper circulation of UAE is the highest with a growth rate of 4.8 per cent in the Middle East and grew by 3.5 per cent in Asia, the Kuwait Financial Centre, Markaz said in its GCC Media report (Issac, 2013). Markaz (Gulf news, 2014) noted that the media industry landscape is also changing rapidly as a consequence of technological advancements and changing consumers’ habits. “The digital media is growing in influence and effectiveness. Presently, the digital media captures 18 per cent of global media share of ad spending, which is expected to grow to 20 per cent by 2014.” According to a report carried out by OOXmonitor, a web-based service that provides advertising monitoring in the Middle East, digital ad spend grew by 12.6 per cent in the UAE compared to 5.3 per cent in Saudi Arabia in 2012. The UAE accounts for 47.1 per cent of GCC online ad spend.

A clear pattern is starting to show up since early 2013 - if the first-half of last year saw steady increases in spending, there was a sharp spike in the second-half as build-up towards the confirmation of Dubai as the host city for World Expo 2020 in late November. December sparked a celebratory round of advertising highs as marketers and the local ad industry got the confirmation that the upturn was well and truly on. The first quarter of 2014 confirms the bullishness. (Gulf News, 2014)

Traditional media continues to hold its own in the UAE’s ad mix; newspapers pulled in $227 million for a steady 57 per cent share, while magazines accounted for $58 million (15 per cent share of the overall). Television commercials fetched $31 million in the first quarter, representing 8 per cent of the total. The share of outdoor media, at $59 million, was also put at 15 per cent. (“Currently both multinational brands as well as strong local brands are spending, though there are variations in the individual spending patterns,” said Mahesh Sundaresan, CEO at Ikon Advertising & Marketing. “MNC brands will always consider media that delivers reach as marketers and the local ad industry got the confirmation that the upturn was well and truly on. The first quarter of 2014 confirms the bullishness.” (Gulf News, 2014)

Advertisement Governance Conceptualizations and Research

According to Pollay (1986), and Frith and Frith (1990), foreign advertisers are accused of imposing a western advertisement culture in domestic markets, which may threaten the indigenous culture of the domestic markets. According to Frith and Frith (1990) consumer culture is a western social standard that encourages consumption and individualistic competition for materialistic satisfaction, which is in conflict with the collective, non-materialistic values of the developing counties of the world. One such threat to the local cultural values could be the foreign advertisement which may project different values, in conflict with the existing tradition and values of the host country.

Emotional responses aroused by advertisements is usually censored at the media end or any farther approval required goes to the state administrative and regulatory media authority for final approval. This has been a process which China was using for protecting the people from excessive consumerism and to protect their cultural values (Louisa Ha, 1996). Miracle and Nevett (1987) have researched into role of private industry trade agencies in public ruling the content and regulations related to advertisement. Bodewyn (1985) found that sometimes these self-governed private advertising agencies can be like private government and use their power to control other advertisement agencies of the country.

Various studies have examined the effectiveness of advertising in the past decade. The common measures of advertising effectiveness include ad recall, ad recognition, brand awareness, clicks or click through rate, attitude towards the ad and the brand, and purchase consideration.

Definition of Advertising

Advertising, sales promotion and public relations are mass-communication tools available to marketers. As its name suggests, mass communication uses the same message for everyone in an audience. The mass communication tools trade off the advantage of personal selling, the opportunity to tailor a message to each prospect, for the advantage of reaching many people at a lower cost per person (Etzel et al. 1997). Today, definitions of advertising flourish. We might define it as communication process, a marketing process, an economic and social process, a public relations process or an information and persuasion process (Arens, 1996).

Dunn et al. (1987) viewed advertising from its functional perspectives, hence they define it as a paid, non-personal communication through various media by business firms, non-profit organization, and individuals who are in some way identified in the advertising message and who hope to inform or persuade members of a particular audience. Morden (1991) is of the opinion that advertising is used to establish a basic awareness of the product or service in the mind of the potential customer and to build up knowledge about it. By its definition Advertisement is a unidirectional and paid form of communication that is used to disseminate the product or services information, (Wells, et al. 1994).

Companies invest heavily on advertising campaigns to estimate of spending on advertisement in 2005 around the world is $ 300 Billion (Laczniak, & Ramaswami; 2001). The primary focus of advertisement is to enhance the business profitability therefore companies ignore many social aspects while designing an advertisement campaign. In contemporary marketing practices, Advertisement means to create a need of the product in the mind of the consumers to influence its mind in a way that he feels thrust for that product weather he really needs that product or not (Singh, 1998).

Kotler (1988) sees advertising as one of the four major tools companies use to direct persuasive communications to target buyers and public noting that “it consists of non-personal forms of communication conducted through paid media under clear sponsorship”. While writing on advertising nature and scope, Etzel et al. (1997) succinctly capture all advertising as having four features: (i) A verbal or visual message, (ii) A sponsor who is identified; (iii) Delivery through one or more media, (iv) Payment by the sponsor to the media.
Advertising has been defined as ‘any paid form for non-personal presentation and promotion of ideas, goods or services by an identified sponsor’ (American Marketing Association, quoted in Bennet, 2000: 117) and more narrowly as ‘any human communication intended to persuade or influence buyers in their purchase decisions’ (Cheng, 1996: 74). In conclusion, it can be concluded that “advertising then consist of all the activities involved in presenting to an audience a non-personal, sponsor identified, paid-for message about a product or organization”. Those views of Etzel et al. (1997) coincide with the simple but all-embracing definition of Arens (1996).

For instance, while Davies states that “advertising is any paid form of non-personal media presentation promoting ideas/concepts, good s or services by an identified sponsor. Arens (1996) expressing almost the same view describes advertising as “the personal communication of information usually paid for and usually persuasive in nature about products (goods and services) or ideas by identified sponsors through various media”.

Regulations for Advertisements in UAE

The United Arab Emirates has its own rules and regulations specific to advertisements. Advertisements are not regulated by a single regulation; they are regulated by numerous laws such as the Printing and Publication law, National Media Council regulations and Cyber crime law and laws governing consumer protection and commercial activities particularly in relation to anti-competitive practices and illegal monopolies. Generally, advertisements must comply with the relevant advertising standards and consumer protection legislation in each jurisdiction in which they are published.

Furthermore, in this region, advertisements should be sensitive to the cultural outlook and tolerances of the target audience in addition to the legal framework governing the dissemination of advertising content. Producers and advertisers will always focus on what they want to convey to the people throughout the content of the advert – they will want to deliver their idea in a creative way to attract attention. It is important to remember that, though advertisers have freedom to be creative, there are bounds imposed by these laws and local culture.

According to Haque et al., (2010), marketers need to observe the cultural traits, environments, norms, beliefs, and values of a specific country or region to attain an understanding of whether their future behaviors will be perceived as ethical. That is, when doing marketing for the products, cultural, religious, and social sensitivities of the people targeted should be taken into account by placing advertisements to effectively win their hearts and create market charisma. We are in an era where advertising is redefining itself every second day, where regulations are questioned on the basis of its relevance in current scenario every hour and a new advertisement is released across various platforms every second in some part of the country (Ambwani, 2015).

Research Questions

What is the process that organizations go through to ensure advertisement governance in UAE?

What are the governmental and legal compliance systems related to an advertisement messages?

Methodology

The present research focus on an exploratory research approach to understand the processes used by UAE organizations and multinational organizations as well as advertising agencies and media in complying with the advertising regulatory mechanisms in UAE. Therefore, in-depth interviews with advertising agencies and marketing managers are used as a major source of data for the study. National Media Council website review is also used to understand the process of advertisement regulation in United Arab Emirates.

A pool of questions was made to prepare an interview schedule. Content analysis of the interviews was done to develop a conceptual understanding of the advertisement governance process being followed within organizations as well as by the regulatory authorities in United Arab Emirates. The challenges and corrective suggestions may also be included to identify areas of change and improvement in the existing processes and governance related to advertising in UAE.

Interview Analysis and Discussion

At a very basic level, advertisements are tools to call attention of the public to specific products or services offered by an entity (Al Tamimi, 2013). While the primary duty of the advertiser is to make the advertising attractive and informative to the consumers, they have to do it in such a way as to ensure that the content is within the limits specified by the laws and regulations and the religious and cultural norms of the UAE. In the UAE, the advertisements are regulated by numerous laws such as the Printing and Publication Law, Healthcare advertising regulations, the regulations of the National Media Council, laws governing consumer protection and commercial activities etc. (Al Tamimi, 2015).

Interview 1

One of the experts interviewed for this study was the Director of Client Servicing in one of the leading advertising agencies in UAE with its headquarters in Dubai, and operations in the GCC, MENA and Russia. An in-depth interview approach was used, where a set of semi-structured questions, with further in-roads explored on several tangents, was used to elicit detailed answers about the process of advertising development with regard to the type of governance used by the agency. The Director was asked to explain the process of advertising governance employed in UAE, with reference to process of the creating and running an advertising campaign.

The process of creating a simple advertisement or a large advertisement campaign is quite complex and involves several steps. The major stakeholders identified in the process are: the advertising agency, the client, the marketing research companies, the regulatory bodies and the media. Every advertising campaign starts with the receiving of the brief from the client. While the advertising brief of a large campaign or a big company may be quite comprehensive, running into several pages and covering all aspects of the campaign such as competitive analysis, advertising objectives, brand positioning, advertising effectiveness etc., the client brief for a regular-run advertisement or a small print advertisement, may be as informal and brief as a telephonic discussion.

Once the brief from the client is obtained, the client servicing department or team of the advertising company enters into detailed discussions with the client, discussing and finalizing the objectives of the advertising campaign. At this stage, the services of a marketing research company may be availed of, especially if the product is new, or the advertising campaign is new or on a large-scale. The final brief is then handed over to the creative department. The client servicing and creative teams go over the requirements and the client servicing ensures that the objectives are clear to the creative
team. It is then the task of the creative team to come up with ideas to convey/achieve the objectives of the client in the most effective way to reach the target audience. The process of ensuring that the advertising content complies with the rules and regulations of UAE, as well as confirming that the content conforms to, and respects the culture, values and religious beliefs of the target audience as well as the wider publics, is largely a self-governed one. At each stage of the advertising development, the advertising agency takes efforts to ensure that the content conforms to the established and accepted norms in the UAE. The client usually plays an important part in ensuring this as well, as the client brief documents and discussions usually specify the content they are expecting. They also enter into the picture while the creative content is ready to be looked at, and confirm that this is what they want.

There were no major differences observed in the advertising process for government and private clients, however, it was mentioned that government clients at times specifies the nature of the content, especially visual content, that should be used or not used in the advertising. Thus the process of adhering to the guidelines given becomes that much more clearer, and hence easier, while developing the advertising content.

The content developed for UAE is almost always suitable, and hence used without major changes, in the other GCC nations, where similar products/services are sold. However, for the markets in Saudi Arabia and Iran, considerable changes are made, or even different content developed, to ensure that the stricter cultural and religious norms and values are respected. An interesting paradox was observed that advertisers who use TV as the medium can sometimes get away with content that is not strictly within the bounds of acceptability due to the fact that most of the TV Channels popular in UAE have their headquarters/broadcasting centers abroad. However, it was further observed that most of these TV channels do have their own content-screening methods, as was recently shown when the recent advertising campaign by a leading luggage brand was taken off the air by a popular TV network, on grounds that it showed teenagers who were not dressed not appropriately enough for the UAE culture.

Interestingly, it was observed that while the importance of digital media is growing, currently, television still commands the major share of advertising in terms of volume and advertising spend. This is due to the fact that consumer surveys show that TV still commands the top slot for viewership, and consequently has the largest advertising reach. The other popular advertising vehicles in UAE are print, outdoor, radio and digital media. The advertising agency explored, has a separate digital division, which deals with the advertising on internet-related media.

That the process of censoring of the advertising content is mostly from the stakeholders of the agency and the client, was borne out by the fact that the expert interviewed, with nearly a decade of experience in a senior position within the UAE, was unaware of the existence of the advertising standards of UAE. The effectiveness of this self-governance is evident from the fact that this agency has never had any issues with the content in any of their advertising till date, in spite of the fact that a majority of their advertised products belong to the cosmetics and body care categories. However, on the question of the standards being followed, an important point noted was that the standards laid down by the international body AAA was quoted as being this advertising agency’s basic reference for codes of conduct, regarding process and content.

There is, however, an area where the content is screened and approved by an external governmental body. In the case of advertising of pharmaceutical and healthcare products. In the case of these products, the final advertising content developed should be submitted to the Ministry of Health and approval sought. (UAE Cabinet Decision No.7 concerning health advertisements (UAE Cabinet Resolutions, n.d.) Once approved, the Ministry issues a reference number which is printed on the advertisement. It is noted that the approval given is not issued for a period of time or for a particular product, but rather for each advertisement, and is therefore, very much content-based.

Interview 2

Another expert interviewed for this study is the Legal Head of one of the leading Publication Houses in the UAE. The interviewee was queried regarding the legal requirements to run an advertisement in the UAE and the guidelines followed thereof.

According to him, the advertisements that are produced, placed or distributed within the UAE or imported into the UAE must abide by the National Media Council Resolution of Advertising Standards, Resolution No. 35 of 2012 (the “National Standards”). These are very wide in scope and cover compliance related to social and religious norms, and political and international relations. The National Standards defer the control and regulation of specialized advertising related to health, promotional campaigns, real estate, educational institutions, or securities or financial services to the respective regulatory authority of those sectors.

In addition to the National Standards, the content of all advertisements that are printed and distributed through visual media in the UAE is governed by the Publications and Publishing Law, Federal Law No. 15 of 1980 (the “Publishing Law”). The Consumer Protection Act also plays a vital role in governing the ethics of advertising in the UAE. The Executive regulation to this act provides that consumers have a right to be provided with facts that assist them in proper purchases and consumption. In addition to this, the Suppression of Fraud Executive Regulation addresses commercial statements whether made directly or indirectly. Contravention of the Fraud may expose an offending advertiser to both a fine and imprisonment. Also, in addition to the application of the above mentioned laws the Commercial Transactions Law provides protection to competitors that may be affected by misleading advertising. The advertiser/client, the producer/advertising agency and the publishing/media are the major stakeholders and shall bear the legal responsibility and consequences of delivering as per the claims related to promises, guarantees, pledges and compensations mentioned in the advertising. The laws do not directly distinguish between Arabic and English Advertising. However, with reference to Article 5 of NMC regulations (Siassos, & Saleem,2013), the regulations are applicable to all media institutions and do not distinguish between private and government advertising agents.

In some jurisdictions, such as for example, the UK, advertising governance is primarily done through independent self-regulating bodies, as well as through specific legislation. In the UAE, there is no such self-regulating body and advertising is regulated through a combination of provisions drawn from laws focusing on the protection of consumers on the one hand and the activities of businesses that may constitute unfair competition on the other.

Once the producer has made an advertisement it goes back to the client for approval and then it is sent to the publishing
media. The publishing media does its own scanning to ensure that advertisement is within compliance limits of regulatory authorities. But the main responsibility for this lies with the advertisement agency who produced the same advertisement. But publishing agencies in print, audio or visual media is equally vigilant about the content of the message distributed through the advertisement and ensure that it is within the acceptance level of the cultural and other regulatory mechanisms within the country.

The process that organizations go through in advertising governance is given in Figure 1: Work Flow of Advertising Governance in the UAE.

CONCLUSION

In conclusion, the National Media Council (NMC) follows several law and articles to ensure that the content of advertisement emphasize respect of national, religious, cultural and social values. (Artículo 2, Law 35 of NMC, 2012). In UAE and GCC there is high emphasis on religious and cultural values and it does affect the national and regional spirits of the country. With larger number of expatriate population, the UAE tries to create a conducive cosmopolitan atmosphere, but at the same time is vigilant in ensuring that the national youth do not get affected by any undesirable content in advertisements. The NMC also tries to put a curb on international advertisements shown here, before they enter the UAE market space. The Council does put emphasis on the protection of consumer rights and there is an article in the law that would punish the publisher, producer or client if they are unable to deliver the promises in the content. Hence the role of publishing houses and producer of advertisements/ advertising agency is equally important. The publishing houses and media advertising agencies enter into a separate contract with the client to ensure their protection in any case of legal non-compliance in content by the client. But at the same time, the National Media Council and their law and articles are strong enough to lead to even a shut-down of any publishing house or advertising agency if there is a non-compliance found in advertising content. Hence advertising agencies/ production houses and publishing- print, audio or visual - do a high level of self-regulation to protect themselves from any punitive actions from the government. The National Media Council also ensures protection of intellectual property in any sort of advertising content.

The role of legal councils and advertising agency officials and publishing house legal and advertisement directors are thus prominent in the self-regulation of advertising process in the United Arab Emirates as of now. The National Media Council usually interferes when any form of consumer protection case is brought to their attention in relation to advertisements or when any unsuitable advertisement content come to their attention. The National Media Council expects advertisers, advertisement agencies and publishing house to be vigilant and create and publish advertisement within the federal laws and articles in UAE which may affect an effective performance of advertisement in UAE. In short, media agencies or publishers can accept anything, but in UAE they are bound by religious and cultural values to a great extent. With this objective, many agencies have senior managers who make decisions related to advertising content that comply with the values upheld by UAE. In sharp contra-distinction, the managers’ job performance and rewards are linked to the overall profitability of the media organization, which is highly dependent on the earnings from advertisements. Hence they need to ensure that they attract the audiences as well as the advertisers as a vehicle to carry messages to the audience (Hayes and Rotfeld 1989).

Advertising practitioners and academicians are becoming more aware of and concerned about the ethicality of advertisements (Reidenbach and Robin 1988) and advertising/marketing in general. In fact, in the past decade participation in workshops, training seminars, and academic research on ethical dilemmas in marketing has increased (Zinkhan, Bisesi and Saxton 1989).

There is an overall self-regulation that is being practiced by the three actors of advertising self governance in United Arab Emirates. The advertiser or client, the advertising agency or producers of advertisements and the media - print, online, audio and visual are working together in the process. There is greater responsibility for the advertisement on the media in the advertising agencies. Hence they are very careful in self-regulating the content of messages that go to a highly religious oriented culture in the UAE. According to Hemphill (1992), self-regulation exists when a firm, or industry or the business community establishes its own standards of behavior where no such statutory exists or when such standards assist in complying with or exceeding existing or regulatory requirements. Many such discussions about self-regulation exist in literature. It is also important to note that “Without the threat of government action, only the most altruistic of firms would ever pay heed to self-regulation directives” (Lacher and Rotfeld 1994). Hence the role of the National Media Council in UAE is important for advertisement regulation, although in most cases, an advertisement comes under scrutiny when a complaint is brought to the notice of the National Media Council. Hence the mechanism of self-governance is enforced by advertising agency and media to ensure their protection. Furthermore, contractual obligations made between client or advertiser and advertising agencies are important for the protection of advertising agencies if any legal action comes up against the advertising agency. Here the clause or article of the National Media Council states that it can shut down or close down the advertising agency if a negative message come from them. Media can also face legal actions if they do not take care of the cultural, legal and socio political nuances of the country while broadcasting any noncompliance material through the medium.

On the whole it can be concluded that there is a high amount of self-regulation that is happening at the client end, advertising agencies and the media end. These three actors together try to define the extent to which a message or content can be ethical or unethical within the dimensions of their survival as an organization entity. It is important to have an industry wide regulation as the world has become so global and advertisements transcends from one part of the world to the other through online and satellite communications. Wotroba (1997) proposes self-regulation as an industry level economic activity, as distinct from the micro level of the individual company or the macro level of all business in general and business activities in total. Traditionally, self-regulation has been employed by organizations to preempt, complement, or even replace public regulation (Garvin 1983). At the global level, self-regulation offers an opportunity for its proponent organization to advocate ways of reconciling among inconsistencies or incompatibilities in the rules and expectations of various countries. If done effectively, self-regulation might influence even governing authorities to sanction the self-regulation standards of conduct as public policy in United Arab Emirates as well.
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